Memory, like daily life, is segmented into episodes. People wake up around the same time each day, perform their routines in the morning, at work, and in the evening, and then eventually go to sleep, repeating the process the next day. This produces memories that are specific not only to the day of the week, but also to the routine within the day. For example, if you spill coffee on your shirt, you will likely remember on which day it occurred, but also that it occurred at a certain point during your morning routine, such as while you were making breakfast. You would probably even remember the sequence of events that occurred immediately before and after the spill ( Figure 1A) . A new study by Mau et al. [1] , reported in this issue of Current Biology, shows how neural populations in the hippocampus can encode these nested timescales simultaneously.
The hippocampus plays a crucial role in many spatial and mnemonic processes. It is well known that individual hippocampal neurons, called 'place cells', show reliable spatial tuning [2] . But hippocampal neurons also show reliable temporal tuning. These temporally tuned neurons, dubbed 'time cells', were first reported by Eichenbaum and colleagues [3] . In the original study, rats performed a memory matching task with a 10 second delay on every trial. The authors observed that many hippocampal neurons -the time cells -were selectively active during specific periods of the delay. For example, one time cell was always active three seconds into the delay while another was active at five seconds. This resulted in a reliable pattern of sequential activity that spanned the full duration of the delay and which could potentially be used to identify the precise time within the delay.
Of course, memories can span time periods far longer than 10 seconds. To encode time information over minutes and days, the hippocampus employs a mechanism called 'population drift'. Population drift is the steady change over time in the activity observed across all neurons in the recorded population. Because hippocampal activity is always changing, events occurring at different times will be associated with distinct patterns of hippocampal activity. This is believed to 'timestamp' memories and may support selective retrieval. For example, if you spill coffee on your shirt on consecutive days, the two memory traces will be distinguishable by their unique patterns of hippocampal activity: which neurons were active during each event.
Together, time cells and population drift offer a mechanism for simultaneously encoding time across multiple scales: time cells provide a reliable signal indicating time during an event, while population drift encodes the time of the event itself. Despite this clear framework, however, it is not clear if these two mechanisms co-exist. How can a population defined by instability reliably encode anything? How can individual time cells communicate temporal position if the entire population of neurons changes over time? In their new study, Mau et al. [1] investigated this important question using in vivo calcium imaging to record from over 10,000 hippocampal neurons while mice performed a task that included a prominent delay period on each trial. To examine the relationship between time cells and population drift, the authors imaged hippocampal calcium transients (as a proxy of activity) over multiple trials across days, and then analyzed temporal coding at three nested timescales: first, the seconds during the delay on each trial; second, the trials during the imaging session; and third, the sessions over days.
Mau et al. [1] first examined how time was encoded within the delay period and over the course of the imaging session. Consistent with previous findings, they found many time cells with discrete periods of elevated activity during the delay. Together, the tuning curves of these neurons spanned the entire delay. Interestingly, when the authors 'zoomed out' to consider the activity patterns on a larger time scale (minutes), they found that not all time cells were active on every trial. Some were more active early in the session, while others were active later in the session. This pattern resulted in a nested temporal code in which neurons showed temporal specificity both within the trial and within the session. For example, a neuron might be active only three seconds into the delay and only on trials occurring late in a session. Therefore, the activity of a single neuron simultaneously provides information about time during the delay and time during the session ( Figure 1B,C) .
A similar pattern was observed when Mau et al. [1] investigated temporal drift on the scale of days: the population of hippocampal neurons that encoded time changed on each day, with some neurons being more active in the first few days of imaging and some more active later. This produced a unique set of active neurons during each session ( Figure 1D ).
The finding that individual time cells show stable temporal tuning within the delay while also showing instability (sometimes they are active, sometimes not) over minutes and days highlights the balancing act being performed by hippocampal populations as they encode time at multiple scales. To test whether this balance was successful -that is, whether the population contained useful information about each timescale -Mau et al. [1] employed a variety of classifiers to determine whether they could identify temporal information within the instantaneous population activity. Despite the considerable number of neurons that were only active on some trials or on some days, the authors found that the population activity nonetheless communicated the time during the delay on each trial, which trial during the imaging session, and which imaging session across days.
These findings show that hippocampal populations contain the temporal information necessary to support memory at multiple timescales. In doing so, they also support the idea that hippocampal spatial and temporal coding are rooted in the same general mechanism. Just as place cells encode spatial locations while contributing to a more general population code for spatial context [4] , the findings of Mau et al. [1] show that time cells similarly encode temporal instances while contributing to a population code for temporal context. Together with evidence that memories acquired closely in time are associated with overlapping hippocampal ensembles [5] (and also in the amygdala [6] ), this suggests that memories occurring within a temporal context could be evoked by reactivating a hippocampal temporal engram (as is seen with the reactivation of a spatial engram [7] ). However, the findings of Mau et al. [1] also suggest that temporal context may be more complicated than just temporal proximity. Temporal context is likely to reflect the nested timescales encoded by hippocampal ensembles. That is, although hippocampal activity will be similar across all events on Monday, it may be even more similar at the same points during breakfast on Monday and on Tuesday.
Much of this can be summarized by the idea that hippocampal ensembles manage integration across experiences. On the one hand, unique hippocampal ensembles may disassociate otherwisesimilar events occurring in different places or at different times [8] . On the other hand, events that occur in the same spatial and temporal environment may be integrated via overlapping activity [9] . This is advantageous because events that occur in the same relative place (in a kitchen) or time (shortly after sitting down to eat breakfast) likely share a similar underlying causal structure, even if they occur at different absolute locations or times. Therefore, selectively integrating across these events will likely facilitate the detection of this causal structure.
One possibility suggested by Mau et al. [1] (and others [10, 11] ) is that the turnover (entering and exiting) of hippocampal neurons may promote the detection of causal structure simply by preventing the network from 'overfitting' to the details of any single experience. As neurons come and go from the ensemble, only those details that are common across multiple experiences will persist. And because things that happen often are the most likely to happen again, preventing overfitting maximizes the ability of the network to predict future experiences. Taken together, this raises theadmittedly optimistic -possibility that those of us who have repeatedly spilled coffee on ourselves may one day learn to avoid the more problematic features of their morning environment and routine. (C) The activity of three neurons, from (A), is shown over three trials. In addition to coding for time during the delay, these neurons also code for time over minutes by only being active during some trials. Note how the red neuron is more active (darker lines) during early trials. Therefore, if the red neuron is active, the mouse is probably late in the delay on a trial early in the session. (D) The activity of many individual neurons provides a population-level code that uniquely identifies each session. The activity of individual neurons is indicated by dark or light colors. Note that each session (row) has a unique population activity pattern.
Each of our cells contains a full set of instructions needed to make an entire human: the genome. But a few special species buck this trend. A new study now identifies the first germline-specific gene in zebra finch, one of a small number of vertebrates that are known to undergo developmentally programmed DNA elimination.
Over the course of our lives we produce trillions of cells, maybe a quadrillion if we're lucky, and each of those cells inherits the same set of chromosomes that were passed to us from our mother and father. There are exceptions of course. Our red blood cells contain no chromosomes and our immune cells undergo local changes that permit the production of diverse antibodies. But generally, you get what you get. Unless you're a finch.
Or a roundworm, ciliate, copepod, hagfish, lamprey . [1] . Not every species lets every cell have a full complement of chromosomes; a few species have been identified that retain some chromosomes only in their germ cells and eliminate, or reorganize, those portions of the genome in all other cell types (Figure 1 ). These evolutionarily convergent mechanisms of developmentally regulated genome reorganization are often termed 'chromatin diminution' or more generally 'programmed genome rearrangement' (PGR). Examples of programmed rearrangements within the vertebrates are particularly fascinating because they manipulate genomes that possess a complement of genes and regulate cellular/developmental biologies similar to our own. A new paper by Biederman et al. [2] in this issue of Current Biology provides a first foray into understanding the outcomes of programmed deletions in one vertebrate -zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) -by beginning to resolve the gene content of its germlinerestricted chromosome.
Studies of species that undergo PGR have the potential to provide insights into biology that might be more difficult to glean from species with 'normal' genomes. In the late 18 th century, observations of chromatin diminution in parasitic roundworms (Parascaris equorum) by Theodore Boveri provided critical support for germ plasm theory, which was an essential concept that was seemingly a necessary step toward ultimately resolving the chromosomal basis of heredity [3] [4] [5] . Recent studies have also used species that undergo programmed genome rearrangement to gain insights into biological differences between germline and soma, by focusing on the genes that are encoded within germline-restricted DNA. Analyses in the vertebrate (sea lamprey [6] ) and invertebrate (roundworm [7] ) systems indicate that germline-specific genes likely contribute directly to the development and maintenance of the germline, and suggest that elimination of these genes prevents deleterious effects that could arise from their misexpression in somatic tissues. The relatively recent discovery of a germline-restricted chromosome (GRC) in zebra finch [8] is particularly notable because it provides an example of PGR in the amniote lineage. This chromosome should therefore contain a collection of germline-specific genes that is particularly relevant to understanding human biology. The GRC is the largest chromosome in the finch genome (visually) and likely contains in excess of 150 megabases of DNA.
